Made for the task.
Engineered to last.

www.embrongroup.com
Embron is a technology partner for leading technology companies globally.

We offer a broad portfolio of technology solutions, R&D/engineering- and manufacturing services.

Through in-depth industry knowledge of the markets/industries we operate in, we are able to deliver whatever your industry and environment demands.

Through our integrated value chain, we are able to provide a complete solution for our customers from ideas and prototypes to mass production and after sales service.

**Dedicated**

**Skilled**

**Trusted**
The Embron family

Norautron is a contract manufacturer of electronics, electromechanics and mechanics with services in development, prototyping, testing, industrialization, sourcing and manufacturing

HATTELAND® DISPLAY

Hatteland Display is the leading global designer and manufacturer of high-end rugged displays, panel computers, and computers for all segments of the professional marine industry

Elektronix

Elektronix is a provider of advanced technology solutions within industrial computing, security & surveillance and industrial networking ranging from standard off-the-shelf products to customized solutions & services

GuardREC

GuardREC AS is a software company providing leading recording solutions for compliance recording in financial institutions and recording solutions for Air Traffic Control (ATC) operations

QRTECH

QRTECH is providing development services within electronics, power electronics and software for customers with demanding applications. The main industries are automotive, industrial, medtech as well as energy & building automation
FULL SERVICE ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURER

Delivering extended, ruggedized electronics, manufacturing services and high level box build for harsh environments.

www.norautron.com
Taking your idea from prototyping to industrialized solutions

Product life cycle management, cost reduction & manufacturing transfer.

Prototyping
- Short lead time
- Dedicated surface-mount devices & Production teams
- Prototype reporting including total cost analysis

Industrializing
- Design for
  - manufacturability
  - for testability
  - to cost
- Product lifecycle analysis

Manufacturing
- Lean
- Flexible Supply Chain Set-up
- Global sourcing
- Seamless Project and Product transfer
We develop and manufacture type approved displays, panel computers and computers for all segments of the professional marine industry.
Engineered to last

8 to 55 inch sizes - displays & panel computers

8 to 55 inch sizes - displays & panel computers

Fanless, rackmount & shock-tested computers

Factory, research & development

Customized Solutions
From "pen and paper" to best selling branded and unique customer products.

Optical Bonding Technology
Mitigates condensation, reduces sunlight reflection and improves night vision.

Color Calibration
Unique color calibration solution for new and existing ECDIS systems.

All products are normally Type Approved by EU-RO-MR (Recognised Organisations Mutual Recognition), which covers ABS, BV, ClassNK, DNV, GL and LRS. Optional Type Approval includes CCS, KR and RS, where applicable.

To ensure the above mentioned type approvals, the products are tested by independent institutions according to the following standards, where applicable: EN61174 (IEC1174) BSH, EN60529, EN61162 (IEC1174), EN60945 4th, IACS E10, MIL-STD-461E, MIL-STD-810F, MIL-STD-167-1, MIL-S-901D, Grade A, Class 1, Extended IEC 60945 & TEMPEST SDIP-27.
INDUSTRIAL COMPUTING -- SECURITY & SURVEILLANCE -- INDUSTRIAL NETWORKING

We offer advanced technology solutions and services, in close partnership with leading system integrators and service providers.

...We do this with high competence, dedication, and focus on our customer's needs!

www.elektronix.com
Customized solutions merged with industrial components

30 years experience with 'off-the-shelf' trading products

Security & Surveillance systems
High definition network camera solutions with outstanding picture quality for security and industrial applications. Designed to be used in any type of environmental condition. Combined with advanced video analytics for secure alarm notification and data gathering for critical business decisions.

Industrial Computing
Large diversity of computers built to customer expectations. Including computer peripherals like monitors, tablets, LCD displays, keyboards, trackerballs and joysticks.

Industrial Networking
Integrated Network solutions and systems with robust design, suitable for tough operating environment.
For ATC and Finance compliance officers, guardREC™ is a recording and replay solution that is built on the promise of transparency, quality and innovation.
ATC - Edition

• Comply with the latest industry standards
• Built for the future, modern technology
• Robust incident reporting and management

Bank & Finance - Edition

• Ensures you are always compliant
• Multi channel, multi media recording
• Easy and intuitive interface
We are specialized in providing engineering services and tools to secure efficient product development.

By combining state of the art engineering skills with well equipped labs and powerful tools along with reliable processes QRTECH improves our customers’ product lifecycle profitability.
Supporting our customers in all phases of the product lifecycle

Research

Prestudies and Feasibility studies

Industrialization

Engineering Assignments and Turn Key Projects

Product Lifecycle Management
SALES OFFICES

NORWAY
- Horten, Lysaker, Aksdal

SWEDEN
- Stockholm, Malmö, Göteborg

FINLAND
- Helsinki

POLAND
- Zduńska Wola

GERMANY
- Frankfurt

FRANCE
- Marseille

USA
- San Diego

CHINA
- Suzhou

PRODUCTION SITES

NORWAY
- Horten
- Aksdal

SWEDEN
- Vänersborg

POLAND
- Zduńska Wola

CHINA
- Suzhou
MAIN OFFICES

NORAUTRON AS
Nedrevei 8, Bygg 25, Pb. 205, N-3192 Horten, Norway
Tel: +47 3303 0400
norautron@norautron.no
www.norautron.com

ELEKTRONIX AS
Strandveien 35, N-1366 Lysaker, Norway
Tel: +47 6758 7770
elektronix.norway@elektronix.com
www.elektronix.com

HATTELAND DISPLAY AS
Eikeskogvegen 52, N-5570 Aksdal, Norway
Tel: +47 4814 2200
mail@hatteland-display.com
www.hatteland-display.com

GUARDREC AS
Vestfold Innovation Park, Raveien 205 N-3184 Borre, Norway
Tel: +47 9572 7000
info@guardrec.no
www.guardrec.com

QRTECH AB
Flöjebergsgatan 1C, SE-431 35 Mölndal, Sweden
Tel: +46 (0) 31 773 7600
info@qrtech.se
www.qrtech.se